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 Before the arrival of modernism and postmodernism, art was primarily 
commissioned for wealthy patrons and churches. The subject of this art was religion 
centered, normally depicting a scene revolving around topics that correlated to 
Christianity. With the arrival of the Industrial Revolution came brilliant changes in 
society, which improved manufacturing, transportation and technology. During this time 
of prosperity and progression, the economy isn’t the only aspect of society that 
flourished. Art progressed to something that is more than religious scenes and stiff 
portraits. It brought about the two movements that truly shaped the art community that 
exists today known as modernism and postmodernism. Neither of these movements 
outweighs the other in importance. Both still play a crucial role in art that is still around 
to this day and without either, art most likely wouldn’t have gotten to the point that it’s 
at. 

What is Modern Art? 
 Modernism is a period of experimentation, in which artists began to make art 

about people, places and/or ideas that they took interest in. They also drew from 
experiences they had personally encountered. The art created by these artists were 
classified as rejection of accepted or traditional styles and ideas. It was classified as this 
because these artists challenged the traditional norm that art had to be realistic and had to 
realistically depict the world we live in. To challenge this notion, artists of this time 
experimented with various shapes, colors, mediums, and techniques. The simplicity of 
achieving something that’s outside of the beauty norm is what separates Modernism from 
other periods such as Classicism. Classicism is strictly focused around achieving 
“classical forms” and “good art.” However, Modernism squashes their beliefs and 
solidified a new notion that whatever is seen as “good” doesn’t necessarily mean it’s 
“art.” This broke such a broad barrier that was once restricted on artists and gave 
inspiration and license to future artists that art doesn’t have to surround a specific subject 
matter or a specific medium.   
 There were several movements that took place during this period but two of the 
most influential movements would have to be Post-Impressionism and Dadaism. Post-
Impressionists were radical artists who sought to express emotions through independent 
artistic styles rather than using simple optical impressions. Using this method of simple 
colors and simple forms and shapes brought about a new sense of aesthetics. The most 
commonly known artist during this movement is Vincent Van Gogh. Before turning to 
art, and even after, Van Gogh led a depressed lifestyle, only being attracted to poisonous 
women who he attempted to fix. Once he found that art was his passion, he used 
impressionism as an outlet for his emotional turmoil. For example, some say that his most 
famous painting Starry Night is a visual analysis of his mental disturbance and the colors 
he combined together represents the possibility that he may have had some type of brain 
disease. Starry Night, along with many of his other paintings, made way for future 
movements beneficial for the prosperity of the contemporary practices that take place 
today. Post-Impressionism was such an influential moment due to its message that art can 
have a deeper meaning than what meets the eye. 
 Dadaism took a different approach with visual representation. According to 
Dadaist poet Hugo Ball, the goal for Dadaism wasn’t for art to be “an end in itself, but [to 
be] an opportunity for the true perception and criticism of the times we live in.” Due to 
all of the tragedy caused by the World War, this moment was a time of chaos and 



destruction. Dadaists viewed this as a crumbling in the structures of society, such as its 
corrupt politics and social values. So, in an attempt to reopen society’s eyes, these artists 
mocked such values but not in a beautiful representational way but in a disgusting 
manner. Mainly using collages and/or photomontages, Dadaists used art to critique each 
of the principles they believe led to the violence of the war. One of the more well-know 
members, Hannah Hoch, described the war as shattering her view of the world, which led 
to her involvement in Dadaism. She was the only Dadaist to have most of her work 
revolve around female equality. Hoch not only made bold statements revolving around 
the art world with her involvement of magazine cutout collages, but she also made bold 
statements about women’s place in society. This gave women the courage needed to 
actually strive for equality and paved the way for future art statements revolving around 
the topic, such as the creation of the character Rosie the Riveter, an icon that represented 
the women working in the factories and shipyards during World War II. Dadaism and 
Post-Impressionism are obviously different but both of these Modern Art movements 
greatly contributed to the practices that exist today, allowing artists of today’s time to 
freely express not only their emotions, but also their ideologies and beliefs.  

What is Postmodernism? 
 Postmodernism, according to an article written by a teacher and the answer being 
provided by one of his students is “when you put everything in quotation marks.” This 
definition isn’t necessarily wrong because the artists during this time were known for 
being thinkers who normally questioned “reality,” “truth,” and “humanity.” 
Postmodernism derive from the ideology that reality is not simply mirrored in human 
understanding, rather it’s formed through individuals personal view of reality. During this 
period, interpretation was everything. What makes modernism and postmodernism 
different is the “post.” The “post” challenges any principle and challenges the “modern” 
mind. Postmodernism also pulls away from traditional modernism in the sense that it’s 
much more original and the work is intentionally impersonal. According to Melissa Ho, 
assistant curator at the Hirshhorn Museum, “Postmodernism is associated with the 
deconstruction of the idea, ‘I am the artistic genius, and you need me.’” The message of 
this period was that basically anybody could make art, regardless of his or her skill level.  
 Just like the modernism period, the postmodernism period had several movements 
that helped shape the art that influence today. Two of the more influential movements 
would have to be the Pop Art movement and the Performance Art movement. Richard 
Hamilton has once stated: “If the artist is not to lose much of his ancient purpose, he may 
have to plunder the popular arts to recover the imagery which is his rightful inheritance.” 
This basically means that in order for an artist to deliver a specific message, they may 
have to explore what’s popular in order for society to pay any attention to it and that’s 
what Pop Art explores. Pop Art is an art that incorporates everyday things such as 
electronics, food, and even famous people. An artist popular for his work during this 
movement was Andy Warhol. His most famous piece Campbell’s Soup Cans brought 
upon a stir in the art world, making pop art a force to be reckoned with. Most of Warhol’s 
most famous works revolved around repetition and a person or item popular at that time, 
which would attract the eyes of society immediately. Warhol, along with several other 
pop artists, also explored a variety of different mediums, ranging from photography to 
printmaking to silkscreening. This movement is still around to this day, as artists of 
today’s time have evolved to the point where any item can become an art.  



 Performance art is an art that used real people as their “sculptures” to depict a 
message. It is thought that performance art has the power to tap into the basic humanistic 
needs such as sex, food, and shelter. It also has the power to drag the audience out of 
their comfort zone and force them to face certain horrors and/or desires that they may or 
may not have. It can even sometimes have a comedic effect if it’s depicting the reality of 
human idiocies. A performance artist that is still around to this day, Marina Abramovic, 
pulled an outrageous performance a while ago. This performance wasn’t a normal 
exhibit. For nearly three months Abramovic sat on a wooden chair outside of the 
Museum of Modern Art in New Work for six days a week for 8-10 hours. The time she 
was sitting, she didn’t move nor did she get up to get food or use the bathroom. Her 
immense pain was obvious from the start, yet she continued this, making her one of the 
most well known living artists of today’s time. The reasoning behind this act was simply 
to make her audience aware of the power of performance art and that performance art 
could touch the human soul.  

The importance of Modernism and Postmodernism in today’s society 
 From Modernism to Postmodernism, Post-Impressionism to Performance Art, all 
of these moments in history contributed to what art is today without one having to 
outweigh the other. Just like how we as humans are shaped by all of the experiences and 
memories we have encountered, art is almost the same way. All of these periods and 
movements have contributed to the evolvement of art.  
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